CORRELATION OF PREOPTIC NEURONAL ACTIVITY WITH SPONTANEOUS AND INDUCED CORTICAL EEG CHANGES
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Summary: Preoptic area has neurons which change their firing rate along with spontaneous alterations of the cortical EEG between synchronization and desynchronization. The cortical EEG synchronization and desynchronization could be induced by stimulation of the caudal and the rostral brain stem respectively. This study was aimed at finding out whether stimulation of the brain stem structures produce the same change in the unit activity as that occurring during spontaneous alteration of the EEG. The changes in unit activity showed some concordance and dissociation between spontaneous and induced EEG alterations. The possible interaction of inputs from cortex and brain stem at the level of the preoptic area is discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

The preoptic area (POA) is involved in alterations in the cortical EEG and sleep-wakefulness (9, 12, 17, 20, 21, 22). A large percentage of neurons of the POA alter their firing rate with spontaneous changes in the cortical EEG (5, 6). Changes in the POA neuronal activity are likely to be related to some processes causing changes in the cortical EEG. It is possible that alterations in POA neuronal activity are brought about by inputs to this area from two brain structures which are involved in alterations in the cortical EEG. Certain regions in the rostral brain stem reticular formation (RBS) and caudal brain stem reticular formation (CBS) have desynchronizing (16) and synchronizing (13) influences respectively, on the cortical EEG. These ascending influences from the brain stem reticular formation may also project to the POA and bring about alterations in the POA neuronal activity, along with the changes in the cortical EEG. The available anatomical evidences for
projections from the brain stem reticular formation to POA (4, 15, 23) also support this possibility. Isolated studies have shown that low frequency (LF) stimulation of CBS, which produced synchronization (S), mostly induced an increase in the firing rate of POA neurons (8, 14). High frequency (HF) stimulation of RBS, which produced desynchronization (D), predominantly induced reduction in the firing rate of POA neurons (8, 11). In order to understand the possible complicated relationship, which the brain stem reticular structures may have with POA neurons, this study was undertaken in which changes in the POA neuronal activity during spontaneous and brain stem stimulation induced alterations in the cortical EEG were studied.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Experiments were conducted on *encephale isole* cats of either sex, weighing between 2.0 and 3.5 kg. All the surgical procedures were carried out under ether anaesthesia (6). Local anaesthetic, Marcaine (Bupivacaine hydrochloride, Sarabhai Chemicals, India) was injected into all the pressure points and incisioned margins. The animals were flaxedilised (Gallamine triethiodide, May & Baker, India) and artificially ventilated. The repetition rate of Flaxedil and Marcaine, adjustment of respiratory volume, maintenance of rectal temperature and prevention of distress to the animals were identical to those described earlier (6). After the animals recovered from the effect of ether anaesthesia, one of the stimulating electrodes was stereotaxically lowered and fixed at a S inducing point of the caudal brain stem (CBS) as described earlier (13, 14). S inducing points were located around the nucleus reticularis gigantocellularis (18) within the gigantocellular and magnocellular tegmental fields (1). The other stimulating electrode was fixed at a D inducing structure in the rostral brain stem (RBS) within the formation reticularis mesencephali (11, 18) in the central tegmental field (1). Single neuronal extracellular activity from the POA was picked up from the area lying within the stereotaxic coordinates of A 13.0 to A 15.0, L 0.5 to L 1.5 and H - 1 to H - 4.5 (18). The unit activity was recorded on one of the channels of the polygraph along with the bipolar cortical EEG which was recorded on another, employing the technique described earlier (6). The relationship between the spontaneous change in the EEG and the POA unit firing rate was studied by recording them simultaneously for about 30 min (6). Thereafter the D and S were repeatedly (3-6 times) elicited by the stimulation of the RBS (100 Hz, 0.4 ms, and 200-450 μA) and the CBS (6 Hz, 0.4 ms and 220-800 μA), respectively. In 3 cases where there were characteristic features outlasted the period of stimulation, but during 3 cases where there was a change, the relationship between D and S showed any alteration. The third group of neurons formed the third group of neurons described below.

1. **Stimulus induced desynchronization:** Out of the 31 neurons studied on 11 with the spontaneous EEG changes in the POA units, 7 experiments the stimulation induced desynchronization during spontaneous EEG changes were studied on 11 where D and S were studied on the polygraph (8, 11, 14).

All the data concerning the unit activity were analysed statistically (6, 8, 11, 14). The significant changes (at the level of 5%) are mentioned here as increased or decreased firing rate. The EEG changes between S and D and their temporal relationship with simultaneous

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relationship with spontaneous EEG changes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decreased firing with D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased firing with D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEG unrelated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D — EEG desynchronization from the reticular formation
S — during the period of stimulation
changes in the POA unit activity were visually assessed (6, 8, 11, 14). At the end of the experiments the stimulating and the recording sites were confirmed histologically (6, 11).

RESULTS

Stimulation of the CBS at LF produced stimulus bound S during the period of stimulation, but during the post-stimulatory period, there was no change in the EEG, except in 3 cases where there were D. The S elicited by LF stimulation of the CBS had all the characteristic features described earlier (13). Stimulation of the RBS at HF induced D which outlasted the period of stimulation.

Out of the 31 neurons of POA studied, 21 showed changes in their discharge rates along with spontaneous alterations in the cortical EEG between S and D. They are described, for convenience, as EEG related neurons. The EEG related neurons consisted of one group of 12 neurons which showed decreased and another group of 9 neurons which showed increased rate of firing during D phase, as compared to S phase. The remaining 10 neurons, which did not show any alteration in their firing rates during spontaneous changes between S and D, formed the third group and were termed as EEG unrelated neurons. The responses of these groups of neurons during S and D induced by the stimulation of the brain stem are described below.

1. Stimulus induced effects on neurons showing decreased firing rate with spontaneous EEG desynchronization: Out of the 12 neurons of this group, the effect of stimulation of the RBS was studied on 11 while the effects of CBS could be studied on 5 (Table I). All the influenced

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relationship with</th>
<th>Effect of CBS stimulation</th>
<th>Effect of RBS stimulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>spontaneous EEG</td>
<td>T  S  PS</td>
<td>T  S  PS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>changes</td>
<td>E  I  E  I</td>
<td>E  I  E  I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decreased firing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with D</td>
<td>11  0  9  0  6</td>
<td>5  0  0  0  3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased firing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with D</td>
<td>7  1  4  4  0</td>
<td>8  0  1  0  0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEG unrelated</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7  2  1  2  0</td>
<td>7  6  0  0  0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D — EEG desynchronization, RBS — rostral brain stem reticular formation, CBS — caudal brain stem reticular formation, T — total number of neurons, E — excitation, I — inhibition.

S — during the period of stimulation, PS — during the period of post stimulation.
neurons showed reduced firing rate during D induced at stimulatory and poststimulatory periods (Fig. 1). The number of neurons showing decreased firing rate with induced D was statistically significant. During the poststimulatory period the decreased firing rate of 4 out of 6 neurons after RBS stimulation and 2 out of 3 neurons after CBS stimulation persisted as long as EEG remained desynchronized.

Discharge rates of POA neurons of this group were not affected during the period of S induced by stimulation of CBS.

**SPONTANEOUS RELATIONSHIP**

**EFFECT OF CBS STIMULATION**

**EFFECT OF RBS STIMULATION**

Fig. 1: The figure shows simultaneous recording of cortical EEG (E) and activity from one POA neuron (U). The upper strips show increased firing of the neuron during spontaneous synchronization (SYNCH) as compared to desynchronization (DESYNCH). Effect of stimulation of caudal brain stem (CBS) at low frequency and rostral brain stem (RBS) at high frequency are shown in second and third strips respectively. The period of stimulation is underlined with arrows on either end indicating onset and termination of stimulation. There was no statistically significant change in the neuronal firing rate during EEG synchronization produced by LF stimulation of CBS though the firing becomes more regular during this period.

2. Stimulation induced effects on neurons showing increased firing rate during spontaneous EEG desynchronization: Of the 9 neurons of this group, the effect of stimulation of the RBS was studied on 7, while the effect of stimulation of the CBS was studied on 8 (Table I). Most of
the influenced neurons showed reduced rate of firing during D produced at the time of stimulation of the RBS. On the other hand, during the poststimulatory D, all the influenced neurons showed increased rate of firing. The increased discharge rate of all these neurons continued as long as the poststimulatory EEG remained desynchronized (Fig. 2). The number of neurons showing a decrease in firing rate during the period of stimulation, an increase during the poststimulatory period, and an increased firing rate temporally correlated with induced D during the poststimulatory period were significant.

Fig. 2: The figure shows simultaneous record of cortical EEG (E) and activity from one POA neuron (U). The upper most strips show POA neuronal firing during spontaneous change in the cortical EEG between synchronization (SYNCH) and desynchronization (DESYNCH). Effect of stimulation of caudal brain stem (CBS) at low frequency is shown in second strip. Continuous record of changes in the EEG and the neuronal activity after HF stimulation of rostral brain stem (RBS) is shown in lower three strips (1, 2 and 3). The period of stimulation is underlined and marked with arrows on either end to indicate the onset and termination of stimulation.
There was no decrease in the firing rate during the period of stimulation in one of these neurons, when stimulus strength was reduced to the level just sufficient to induce D. But there was an increase in the rate of firing during the poststimulatory D (Fig. 3). Slightly higher strength of stimulus delivered to the RBS produced decreased rate of firing during stimulation, though the increased rate of firing during the poststimulatory period persisted.

The neurons of this group were generally unaffected during S induced by stimulation of the CBS. They were not affected during the poststimulatory period also.

Fig. 3 : The figure shows spontaneous and induced (on HF stimulation of RBS) changes in the cortical EEG (E) and activity of one preoptic unit (U). The upper strip shows simultaneous recording of the preoptic unit activity during spontaneous shift in the cortical EEG between synchronization (SYNCH) and desynchronization (DESYNCH). Lower two strips show the effects of high frequency (HF) stimulation of RBS, at two different strengths, on both cortical EEG and the same POA unit activity. Period of stimulation is underlined with arrows on either ends to mark the onset and termination of the stimulation. The strength of stimulation is indicated below the underlined region.

3. Stimulation induced effects on EEG unrelated neurons : The effects of stimulation of the RBS and the CBS could be studied on 7 neurons each, out of the 10 neurons of this group (Table I, Fig. 4). The number of neurons showing altered firing rate during induced D was not found to be significant. Also, none of them showed temporal correlation of their discharge with the poststimulatory D. Almost all the neurons of this group showed increased discharge during the
stimulation in one of these sent to induce D. But there (Fig. 3). Slightly higher firing during stimulation, persisted.

Slightly higher firing during stimulation, persisted. S induced by stimulation of also.

### DISCUSSION

Projections from RBS and CBS to POA have been demonstrated using anatomical and physiological techniques (2, 3, 4, 15, 19, 23). It is well established that D and S of the cortical EEG could be brought about by RBS and CBS stimulations respectively (8, 11, 13, 14, 16). On the basis of these findings it is tempting to suggest that the outputs from RBS and CBS bring about changes in the cortical EEG and POA unit activity simultaneously. The results of this study do not support that contention. Firstly, the EEG related neurons were
generally unaffected during S induced by stimulation of the CBS. Secondly, most of the neurons which showed increased firing rate with spontaneous D exhibited a decreased discharge during the period of stimulation of the RBS. Thirdly, most of the neurons whose discharge rates were unaffected during spontaneous alterations in the cortical EEG were influenced during S induced by stimulation of the CBS. Thus the present findings suggest that the changes in the POA neuronal activity occurring along with spontaneous alterations in the cortical EEG and those induced by the brain stem stimulation, were brought about by different inputs. But some of the alterations in the POA unit activity, brought about by the brain stem stimulation, are likely to be occurring as a result of the changes in the cortical EEG. Alterations in the POA neuronal firing rate along with the poststimulatory EEG desynchronization is an example of this influence.

The finding that about one half of the EEG related neurons showed an increased firing, while the other half a decreased firing rate, with spontaneous D is fairly in agreement with the earlier report (6). This shows that the two types of EEG related influences are equally distributed among the POA neurons. The decreased firing of the POA neurons on RBS stimulation also confirms the earlier report (8, 11). This shows that the direct influence of the RBS on POA neurons is predominantly inhibitory in nature.

The known anatomical pathways from the cortex (10) and the RBS (3, 15, 19, 23) may mediate the influences coming from these two regions to the POA. In some of the neurons both these inputs produced a decreased firing rate (identical influence) while in some others the RBS influence was inhibitory and the cortical influence excitatory (opposite influence) in nature. The opposite influence of the second type may be responsible for the different responses obtained during stimulatory and poststimulatory periods on RBS stimulation. Existence of dual influences of opposite nature was further supported by the observation in which the responses could be independently elicited (Fig. 3).

Difficulty lies in explaining the absence of effects on the POA neurons during stimulation induced S. Even the EEG related neurons, which showed alteration along with induced D, did not show similar changes along with induced S. Anatomical (15, 21) as well as physiological (4, 7, 8, 14) studies have shown inputs from CBS to the POA. Physiological study has shown an excitatory input from the CBS to the POA even in the absence of the induced EEG changes (7, 14). It might be possible that the CBS influence on the POA neurons was primarily mediated through its direct input. As mentioned in an earlier report (13), the CBS stimulation had to be given on the background of S to induce the stimulus bound S. In this background the EEG related POA neurons might not be in a position to alter their discharge rates further along with induced S. It would also be wrong to assume that the changes in the EEG induced by brain stem (CBS and RBS) are similar EEG changes induced by the other inputs. There might be net changes in the cortical EEG. This of the POA could bring about a wakefulness (9, 12, 17, 21). The EEG induced by brain stem (CBS and RBS) are likely to be occurring as a result of the changes in the cortical EEG.
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S. Secondly, most of the exhibited a decreased discharge the neurons whose discharge cortical EEG were influenced recent findings suggest that the spontaneous alterations in the were brought about by different brought about by the brain stem changes in the cortical EEG. stimulatory EEG desynchroniz-

s showed an increased firing, is fairly in agreement with the related influences are equally the POA neurons on RBS that the direct influence of the RBS (3, 15, 19, 23) may. In some of the neurons influence) while in some others parietal (opposite influence) in possible for the different response RBS stimulation. Existence of the observation in which the POA neurons during stimula-

lation along with induced electrical (15, 21) as well as physio-

POA. Physiological study has been absence of the induced EEG the POA neurons was primarily report (13), the CBS stimulation bound S. In this background their discharge rates further the changes in the EEG induced by brain stem (CBS and RBS) stimulation, or any other manipulation, can be totally comparable to similar EEG changes occurring spontaneously.

There might be neurons in the POA which are involved in bringing about alterations in the cortical EEG. This view could be supported by the fact that the lesion and stimulation of the POA could bring about alterations in the cortical EEG (9, 12, 20, 21) and sleep and wakefulness (9, 12, 17, 21, 22). These neurons need not show alterations with cortical EEG changes induced by the other regions.
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